Abstract. Users often search for entities instead of documents and in this setting are willing to provide extra input, in addition to a query, such as category information and example entities. We propose a general probabilistic framework for entity search to evaluate and provide insight in the many ways of using these types of input for query modeling. We focus on the use of category information and show the advantage of a category-based representation over a term-based representation, and also demonstrate the effectiveness of category-based expansion using example entities. Our best performing model shows very competitive performance on the INEX-XER entity ranking and list completion tasks.
Introduction
Users often search for specific entities instead of documents mentioning them [8, 20] . Example information needs include "Impressionist art museums in The Netherlands" or "Experts on authoring tools," where answers to be returned are museums and experts and not just articles discussing them. In such scenarios, users may be assumed to be willing to express their information need more elaborately than with a few keywords [3] . These additional means may include categories to which target entities should belong or example entities. We focus on abstractions of these scenarios, as they are evaluated in the context of INEX, the INitiative for the evaluation of XML retrieval. In 2007, INEX launched an entity ranking track [8, 9] . Here, entities are represented by their Wikipedia page and queries asking for an entity are typed (asking for entities belonging to certain categories) and may come with examples. Two tasks are being considered at INEX: (1) entity ranking, where a query and target categories are given, and (2) list completion, where a query, example entities, and (optionally) target categories are given.
Given that information needs involving entities can be formulated in so many ways, with so many ingredients (query, categories, examples), the obvious system-oriented question to ask is how to map these ingredients into the query component of a retrieval model. In this paper, we focus on effectively capturing and exploiting category-based information. Several approaches to incorporating such information have been proposed (see §2 below), but there is no systematic account of approaches yet.
We introduce a probabilistic framework for entity retrieval that models category information in a theoretically transparent manner. Information needs and entities are represented as a tuple: a term-based model plus a category-based model, both characterized by probability distributions. Ranking of entities is then based on similarity to the query, measured in terms of similarities between probability distributions. Our framework is capable of synthesizing all previous approaches proposed for exploiting category information in the context of the INEX Entity Ranking task. Our focus is on two core steps: query modeling and query model expansion.
We seek to answer the following questions. Does our two-component query model improve over single component approaches (either term-based or category-based)? What are effective ways of modeling (blind) relevance feedback in this setting, using either or both of the term-based and category-based components?
Our main contribution is the introduction of a probabilistic retrieval model for entity search, in which we are able to effectively integrate term-based and category-based representations of queries and entities. We provide extensive evaluations of our query models and approaches to query expansion. Category-based feedback is found to be more beneficial than term-based feedback, and category-based feedback using example entities brings in the biggest improvements, bigger than combinations of blind feedback and information derived from example entities.
In §2 we discuss related work. We introduce our retrieval model in §3. In §4 we zoom in on query modeling and query model expansion; §5 is devoted to an experimental evaluation. An analysis and conclusion complete the paper.
Related Work
We review work on entity-oriented search tasks and then consider work on entity ranking at INEX.
Entity retrieval
A range of commercial providers now support entity-oriented search, dealing with a broad range of entity types: people, companies, services and locations. Examples include TextMap, ZoomInfo, Evri, and the Yahoo! correlator demo. 1 They differ in their data sources, supported entity types, functionality, and user interface. Common to them, however, is their ability to rank entities with respect to a topic or another entity.
Conrad and Utt [6] introduce techniques for extracting entities and identifying relationships between entities in large, free-text databases. The degree of association between entities is based on the co-occurrence within a fixed window size. A more general approach is also proposed, where all paragraphs containing a mention of an entity are collapsed into a single pseudo document. Raghavan et al. [21] re-state this approach in a language modeling framework. Sayyadian et al. [23] introduce the problem of finding missing information about a real-world entity from text and structured data; entity retrieval over text documents can be significantly aided by structured data.
The TREC Question Answering track recognized the importance of search focused on entities with factoid questions and list questions (asking for entities that meet certain constraints) [29] . To answer list questions [22] , systems have to return instances of the class of entities that match the description in the question. List questions are often treated as (repeated) factoids, but special strategies are called for as answers may need to be collected from multiple documents [5] . Google Sets allows users to enter some instances of a concept and retrieve others that closely match the examples provided [14] . Ghahramani and Heller [13] developed an algorithm for completing a list based on examples using machine learning techniques.
Entity search generalizes expert finding: given a topic, return a ranked list of experts on the topic. TREC 2005-2008 featured an expert finding track [4] . Lessons learned involve models, algorithms, and evaluation methodology [1, 2] .
Zaragoza et al. [32] retrieve entities in Wikipedia, where instances are not necessarily represented by textual content other than their descriptive label. In 2007, the INEX Entity Ranking track (INEX-XER) [8, 9] introduced tasks where candidate items are restricted to have their own Wikipedia page. Fissaha Adafre et al. [10] addressed an early version of the entity ranking and list completion tasks and explored different representations of list descriptions and example entities.
Entity ranking at INEX
INEX has traditionally focused on the use of document structure to improve retrieval effectiveness. While the initial focus was on document and element retrieval, over the years, INEX has expanded. In recent years, INEX has mainly been using Wikipedia as its document collection. The main lesson learned is that exploiting the rich structure of the collection (text plus category information, associations between entities, and querydependent link structure) helps improve retrieval performance [8] .
As to query formulation for entity retrieval, usually stemming and stopwording is performed. Craswell et al. [7] go beyond this and modify the query with NLP techniques, removing verbs while focussing on adjectives, nouns and named entities; others use the query to retrieve a set of documents and use co-occurrence statistics between retrieved article titles and query terms as a component in their ranking score [34] .
INEX participants have considered expanding queries using category information. E.g., the latter has been used for expanding the query with labels of the target category [7] . Others have used set-based metrics to measure the overlap between target categories and categories of candidate entities [27, 30] . Target category information provided as part of the query need not be complete, as manual assignment of categories to documents is imperfect. Some teams expand the target categories, e.g., by using the category structure to expand with categories [15, 25, 30] . Others expand the target categories using lexical similarity between category labels and query terms [17, 26] .
A standard way of combining category and term-based components is to use a language modeling approach and to estimate the probability of an entity given the query and category information [16, 30, 34] . Vercoustre et al. [28] integrate query difficulty prediction and Zhu et al. [34] treat categories as metadata fields and apply a multi-field retrieval model. Several participants in the list completion task use the categories of example entities for category expansion, using various expansion techniques [7, 16, 26, 30, 34] ; some use category information to expand the term-based model [30] .
Modeling Entity Ranking
We present a general retrieval scheme for two entity ranking tasks. In the entity ranking task one is given a "standard" keyword query (Q) along with a set of target categories (C) and has to return entities. For list completion we need to return entities given a keyword query (Q), a set of target categories (C) and a set of similar entities (E).
3.1 A general scheme for entity ranking Fig. 1 depicts our scheme for ranking entities. The process goes as follows. We are given the user's input, consisting of a query, a set of input categories, and, optionally, example IV. entities. This input is translated into a query model, with a term-based and/or a categorybased component (I). During retrieval (
Step III) this model is compared against models created for indexed entities (derived in Step II). In
Step IV a ranked list of entities is produced (based on Step III), which, in turn, may (optionally) give rise to an expanded query model (Step V)-from that point onwards Steps III, IV, V can be repeated. Our focus is limited to the problem of modeling the query: (i) How can the user's input be translated into an initial query model (Step I)? And (ii) how can this-often sparse-representation be refined or extended to better express the underlying information need ( Step V)? Specifically, we are interested in sources and components that play a role in estimating the term-and category-based representations of query models. Some models may involve additional components or steps for entity modeling (e.g., priors) or for ranking (e.g., links between entities); this does not affect our approach, as this concerns the ranking part (II, III and IV), and this information is not (explicitly) present on the query side (I and V).
A probabilistic model for entity ranking (Steps III and IV)
We introduce a probabilistic framework that implements the entity ranking approach depicted in Fig. 1 . We rank entities according to their probability of being relevant given the query: P (e|q). We apply Bayes' rule and rewrite this probability to:
where P (q|e) expresses the probability that query q is generated by entity e, and P (e) is the a priori probability of e being relevant, i.e., the entity prior. We assume that P (e) is uniform, thus, does not affect the ranking. Each entity is represented as a pair θ e = (θ T e , θ C e ), where θ T e is a distribution over terms and θ C e is a distribution over categories. The query is also represented as a pair:
, which is then (optionally) further refined, resulting in an expanded query modelθ q = (θ T q ,θ C q ) that is used for ranking entities. The probability of an entity generating the query is estimated using a mixture model:
where λ controls the interpolation between the term-based and category-based representations. The estimation of P (θ T q |θ T e ) and P (θ C q |θ C e ) requires a measure of the difference between two distributions. Here, we opt for the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The term-based similarity is estimated as follows:
where P (t|θ T e ) and P (t|θ T q ) remain to be defined. Since KL divergence is a score (which is lower when two distributions are more similar), we turn it into a probability using Eq. 4:
The category-based component of the mixture in Eq. 2 is calculated analogously to the term-based case. Consequently, P (c|θ C e ) and P (c|θ C q ) remain to be defined. This completes Step III. Next, we describe the entity model component, i.e., Step IV. Steps I and V are discussed in §4.
Entity modeling (
Step IV) Term-based representation To estimate P (t|θ T e ) we smooth the empirical entity model with the background collection to prevent zero probabilities. We employ Bayesian smoothing using Dirichlet priors which has been shown to achieve superior performance on a variety of tasks and collections [33, 19] and set:
where n(t, e) is the number of occurences of t in e, t n(t, e) is the total number of term occurrences, i.e., the document length, and P (t) is the background model (the relative frequency of t in the collection). Since entities correspond to Wikipedia articles, this representation of an entity is identical to constructing a smoothed document model for each Wikipedia page, in a standard language modeling approach [24, 18] . Alternatively, the entity model can be expanded with terms from related entities [10] . Category-based representation Analogously to the term-based case, we smooth the maximum-likelihood estimate with a background model. We employ Dirichlet smoothing, and use the parameter µ C to avoid confusion with µ T :
In Eq. 6, n(c, e) is 1 if entity e is assigned to category c, and 0 otherwise; c n(c, e) is the total number of categories e is assigned to; P (c) is the background category model and is set using a maximum-likelihood estimate:
where c e n(c, e) is the number of category-entity assignments in the collection.
Estimating and Expanding Query Models
In this section we introduce methods for estimating and expanding query models: Steps I and V in Figure 1 . We construct initial (θ q ) and expanded (θ q ) query models, which boils down to estimating the probabilities P (t|θ T q ), P (c|θ C q ), P (t|θ T q ), and P (c|θ C q )) as listed in Fig. 1 and discussed in §3. Fig. 2 . Query models without expansion; Q stands for the topic title, E for example entities and C for the target categories; solid arrows from input to query model indicate the input is used to create the model; dashed arrows indicate a comparison between models; the models and acronyms are explained in §4.1.
Query models (Step I)
We define a series of query models, each consisting of a term-based component and/or a category-based component; graphical depictions of the models are given in Figure 2 . qT-Q This query model only has a term-based component and uses no category information (i.e., it amounts to standard language modeling for document retrieval). Writing n(t, Q) for the number of times term t is present in query Q, we put
qT-QC This model uses the names of input categories added to the term-based query model (θ T q ); for the sake of simplicity, original terms and terms from category names contribute with the same weight to the total probability mass (α T = 0.5).
qT-Q+qC-Q This model uses the keyword query (Q) to infer the category-component of the query model (θ C q ), by considering the top N c most relevant categories given the query; relevance of a category is estimated based on matching between the name of the category and the query, i.e., a standard language modeling approach on top of an index of category names, where P (Q|c) is the probability of category c generating query Q.
qT-Q+qC-C This model uses input categories to form a category-based query model. Setting n(c, q) to 1 if c is a target category, and c n(c, q) to the total number of target categories provided with the topic statement, we put
qT-Q+qC-QC This model combines qT-Q+qC-C with categories relevant to the query added to the category-based query model; again, to keep things simple we allocate the probability mass equally between the two components (α C = 0.5). qT-QC+qC-C This model combines qT-Q+qC-C with names of input categories added to qT-Q (and contributes half of the probability mass).
qT-QC+qC-QC This model combines qT-Q+qC-QC and qT-QC+qC-C.
Expanded query models (Step V)
Expansions of the basic query model can take place on either (or both) of the two components. The general form we use for expansion is a mixture of the baselines defined in §4.1 (subscripted with bl) and an expansion (subscripted with ex). We set
for the term-based component. And for the category-based component we set:
We present a general method for estimating the expansions P ex (t|θ T q ) and P ex (c|θ C q ), using a set of feedback entities, FB . This feedback set may be obtained by taking the top N relevant entities according to a ranking obtained using the initial query. We use E to denote this set of blind feedback entities. Alternatively, one might assume explicit feedback, such as the example entities (denoted by E) in our scenario. Constructing the feedback set by using either blind feedback (FB = E ), example entities (F B = E), or a combination of both (FB = E ∪E) yields three query expansion methods. Depending on where feedback takes place we have 9 variations, shown in Fig. 3 . Next, we construct expanded query models from a set of feedback entities F B. Term-based expansion Given a set of feedback entities FB , the expanded query model is constructed as follows:
where P K T (t|FB ) denotes the top K T terms with the highest P (t|FB ) value, calculated according to Eq. 16.
where t n(t, e) is the total number of terms, i.e., the length of the document corresponding to e. (This is [3] 's best performing query model generation method using example documents, with all feedback documents assumed to be equally important.) Category-based expansion Here we put
where P K C (c|FB ) denotes the top K C categories with the highest P (c|FB ) value, calculated according to Eq. 18, (where, as before, n(c, e) is 1 if e belongs to c):
Experimental Evaluation
In order to answer the research questions listed in §1, we run a set of experiments. We detail our experimental setup, present the results and formulate answers.
Experimental setup
Test Collection We use test sets of the INEX Entity Ranking track (INEX-XER) [8, 9] , that use (a dump of the English) Wikipedia as document collection from which (articles corresponding to) entities are to be returned. The collection consists of over 650,000 documents plus a hierarchy of (over 115,000) categories; this is not a strict hierarchy: assignments of categories to articles are not always consistent [8] .
Tasks INEX-XER has two tasks: entity ranking and list completion. An entity ranking topic specifies a keyword query (Q) and target categories (C). In the list completion task, the topic also specifies example entities (E) in addition. We also consider a variation of the task where all three input sources (Q, C, and E) are provided by the user. Topics and judgments Two sets of topics are available for INEX-XER. For XER2007 a test set of 46 topics was created for the entity ranking track, 25 of which were specifically developed and assessed by track participants. For XER2008, 35 topics were developed and assessed by track participants [8] . We report on Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) for XER2007. For XER2008, xinfAP replaces MAP [31] as a better estimate of AP in the case of incomplete assessments [9] . Parameter settings Our models involve a number of parameters. In this section we apply our baseline settings for these parameters and we use them for all models. We use the average document length for the term-smoothing parameter (µ T = 411) and the average number of categories assigned to an entity for the category-based smoothing parameter (µ C = 2.2). Our mixture models involve two components, to which we assign equal importance, i.e., λ = λ T = λ C = 0.5. In §5.4 we briefly analyze the sensitivity of our models w.r.t. these parameters.
The performance of query models
We examine the effectiveness of our query models and of the use of two componentsfor terms and categories-for the entity ranking task. In the experiments that involve the keyword query in the construction of the category-component of the query model, we Table 1 . Entity ranking results, no expansion. Best results per collection in boldface.
set N c = 10 (see Eq. 10). Table 1 list the results for the query models defined in §4.1, using the default parameter settings detailed in §5.1; in §5.4 we report on optimized runs and compare them against the best scores obtained at INEX-XER.
We compare the performance of the models using a two-tailed t-test at a significance level of p = 0.05. Simply flattening the target category information and adding category names as terms to the term component is not an effective strategy; see (1) vs. (2), (4) vs. (6), and (5) (6) vs. (7)) leads to consistent improvements for all tasks and measures.
The performance of expanded query models
We report on the effectiveness of the expansion models depicted in Fig. 3 . When we only use Q and C, results are evaluated on the entity ranking task. When E is also used we evaluate results on the list completion task. Some notation: E denotes a pseudorelevant set of entities, i.e., the top N obtained using methods detailed §5.1; and E denotes a set of example entities. When we use example entities for expansion, we need to remove them from the runs, i.e., use the list completion qrels: in order to have a fair comparison between approaches reported in this subsection we need to do that for the pseudo-feedback runs as well, i.e., when we use only E . We use the following settings; number of feedback entities (N ): 5; number of feedback categories (K C ): 10; number of feedback terms (K T ): 15; default values for λ, λ T , and λ C (0.5). Table 2 presents the results of query expansion, applied on top of the best performing run from §5.1 (qT-Q+qC-QC). Category-based feedback helps more than termbased feedback; term-based blind feedback does not lead to significant improvements and hurts in one case (entity ranking, 2007, MAP); category-based expansion improves in terms of MAP scores on both tasks, in both years (significantly in 2008). For list completion, category-based feedback using examples leads to the biggest improvements (both years, both measures); relative improvements can be up to +47% in MAP ( 2007) and +50% in MRR (2008). Blind feedback plus examples improves over blind feedback alone, but is outperformed by category-based feedback using examples. Table 2 . Results, with expansion. Best results in boldface. Baseline corresponds to model (5) in Table 1 . Significance differences with baseline denoted with and .
Analysis
We briefly analyze the sensitivity of our models w.r.t. their parameters. For each parameter we perform a sweep, 2 while using the default settings for all others. The best individually found values are then put together and used in the optimized run, reported in Table 3 . This method may not result in the overall best possible parameter settings, however, it is not our aim here to tweak and fine-tune parameters. Runs without query expansion involve only one parameter, λ; the best empirically found value is 0.7. The feedback runs are insensitive to the number of feedback terms; we use K T = 15, as before, however, more weight (λ T = 0.7) is given to the expanded (term-based) query model. For the blind feedback runs, using a small number of feedback entities (N = 3) performs best. When example entities are given, relying heavily (λ C = 0.8) on a small number of feedback categories (K C = 3) performs best; for blind feedback a conservative strategy pays off (K C = 10, λ C = 0.6).
Conclusions
We have introduced a probabilistic framework for entity search. The framework allows us to systematically explore combinations of query and category information as well as example entities to create query models. It also allows us to integrate term-based and category-based feedback information. We explored our models along many dimensions; experimental evaluation was performed using the 2007 and 2008 editions of the
